
Trekking in the national park
STOLBY

Day 1.
09:00 transfer from the place of stay in Krasnoyarsk to the
entrance to the Stolby National Park

09:30 start of hiking uphill (7 km on a wide asphalt road, altitude 500 m)
If desired, it is possible to order a trip up by UAZ. Extra charge. Pick-up is possible from 10:00 to 17:00
on weekdays and from 09:00 to 11:00 on weekends and holidays.
11:00 Arrival to the lodge "Narym". Lunch should be cooked on your own. You can take food from the
city. The shared kitchen has everything you need for cooking. There are stalls on the pass where you can
buy pies, snack, water, sweets.
You should know that the bonfire in the forest is prohibited, and gathering of berries, mushrooms, wild
plants is also prohibited.
In the afternoon, trekking to the Wild Stolby protected area. You will see the Mansky group of rocks:
Mansky wall, Manskaya Baba, etc. (4-5 hours).
Overnight in wooden guest houses on the Narym cordon. Overnight outside that area of the reserve is
prohibited for reasons of nature protection. Houses construction maintains soil cover and vegetation
intact.
Each house is designed for 6 people. In each house: a double bed, a single bed on the upper
level, and three sleeping places on the third level, a dining table, chairs, electric heating,
sink, electric kettle, a minimum set of dishes.

Bed lines are provided, there is a shared kitchen. Shower is paid extra. WC in the building and on the
territory.
Dinner on your own.

Accommodation in wooden guest house

All meals should be cooked independent

till 15 km on foot

Shuttle to the hostel (7 km) and shower for extra charge

http://www.sayanring.com/tour/view/429


Day 2.
Breakfast - independent.

Hiking in the central group of rocks (3 hours). You will see picturesque rocks: First Stolb, Second Stolb,
Elephant, Grandfather, Lion's Gate, Feathers, etc.
Lunch - independent.
Hiking downhill to the city (7 km).
Meeting with the driver at the border of the city and the national park. Transfer to the city center.

All meals should be cooked independent

10 km on foot


